
 

WSA Special Label Policy for Kanat’an Nationals 

       

Instructions for uploading 

3”x3.5” PotS Special Label  

to page 6 of WSA Passport 

Kanat'an : Sacred Land World Passport is a WSA 30 page Machine 

Readable Travel Document (MRTD*) with alphanumeric code line, 

scanned-in passport photo and “ghost” image, security paper with 

embedded logo, data page laminated with hologram, available in 7 

languages: English, French, Spanish, Russian, Arabic, Chinese and 

Esperanto. 

Pages 6 and 7 of the World Passport allows Peoples of the Salmon to 

enter PotS Special Label of Affiliation or “membership in a diplomatic corps or in an organization or firm”, in this case as Peoples of the 

Salmon of Kanat’an : Sacred Lands -- Kanat’an National. 

“For example, an individual may be volunteering for an aid organization or reporting for the news media. The passport holder may have the aid or media 

organization place their stamp or seal on Pages 6 or 7 of the passport to confirm that the individual is traveling with or for that organization.” 

Passport holders must request the permission and follow the procedures of Peoples of the Salmon before having affixed or affixing oneself the PotS Special 

Label. Because the passport is the personal property of the individual to whom it is issued, the passport holder accepts full and sole responsibility for the PotS 

Special Label, and PotS Sovran Credentials (ID Card if also included) placed on Pages 6, 7 or any pages of the passport. 

Upon a passport applicant or holder’s request, for a fee of US$30 per label/per page, and from the text and/or graphics personally provided by the passport 

applicant/holder, the WSA can add the text/graphic to Page 6, 7 or additional pages. The PotS Special Label is created “size as” per WSA specs of 3 inches wide 

by 3 and ½ inches tall (7.5 cm wide by 9 cm tall). PotS Sovran Credentials (ID Card) will most likely be considered as 2 additional labels scanned front and then back, 

saved as 2 separate graphics. 

If for some reason a member saves the PotS Special Label as a different size, and graphics cannot fit on one label/page, an additional page will need to be used. 

If the graphics cannot fit on the two Affiliation pages, then Visa pages 8, 9, etc. will have to be used. In order for text and graphics to fit in the space allotted, the 

text and graphics may have to be reduced or compressed in size, potentially making the text or image difficult to read, decipher, or illegible. 

At its own discretion, the WSA may refuse to place text, graphics, seals, stamps, labels, symbols, images, etc. that the WSA finds offensive, improper, 

disrespectful, that contradict the legitimacy or validity of the passport, and/or that are against the world citizenship purposes of the WSA. 

Once a special label has been placed in the passport, lamination is used to cover the label(s). Occasionally, bubbles or air-pockets remain under the 

lamination. 

Once the special label has been placed in the passport, should passport applicant or holder decide information, text, graphics, image, etc. need to be edited, 

changed or is incorrect; the WSA will need to issue a completely new passport. The passport applicant or holder will be obliged to pay passport replacement 

fees, IEV (if included) fee, IRP (if included) fee, and shipping fees. 

By paying the US$30 per label/per page Special Label issuance fee and/or by requesting that a Special Label(s) be affixed to the passport, the passport 

applicant or holder agrees to be bound by this policy and accepts full and sole responsibility for the contents of Special Label(s). Please note that the Special 

Label fee may change without notice. The WSA reserves the right to require a higher per label fee depending upon the complexity of the text, graphics, or 

images. 

PotS acknowledges use of “WSA Special Label Policy” to assist. Copyright © World Service Authority 2015. All Rights Reserved. Version 2015 



Step 1 – Credentials Instructions 

As an Affiliate, follow these steps to complete your Sovran 

Credentials Card (ID Card). 

 

1. We use a 1:1.3 ratio passport photo which fits our online 

format. 

The WSA requires a 2X2 ratio graphic. Follow this PASSPORT 

PHOTO Guide to Create a 2x2 ratio for WSA requirements. Take 

a close-up photo of yourself with a white wall behind you, just 

like the first column of photos. You should not see your 

shoulders. Do not cut off your head at the top or sides. Have 

good lighting. No shadows. No colour backdrop. Peaceful 

expression. 

2. Login to the Hub to edit your "Profile" page to populate 
Sovran Credentials Card which fills all your instruments (follow online instructions). 

o Choose Tribe/Nation (email us if your tribe is not in the list). 

o Upload tribe, nation or your personal name or family trust crest. PNG transparent graphic is 
required for round or variable shaped crests. Square/rectangle graphics not necessary to be 
transparent. 

3. Download Credentials to your device. Print in colour at home or at an outlet for better quality. 

o Add autograph, fingermarks. Follow sample below. Cut on registration marks. Fold in half to 

laminate. Print copies to fit in plastic ID-Pockets for luggage tags or for vehicle travel pack, etc. 



TOPSIDE OF FULL CARD: Add your autograph (see Profile page tips for more info) + 2 fingermarks as shown. 
 
BOTTOMSIDE OF FULL CARD: On BLANKSIDES add a “Z-Line” X1-X2-X3-X4. Print words as shown on the bottom. Add 
3rd fingermark. 
 
If you choose to write a scribble-autograph (signature) on the card, you can hand print on the backside: 

 
NOTICE: autograph does not change our status at law and is only for identification purposes 

 

4. SCAN completed Card as 2 images, front and back, and then also scan as one image flat open. Size As. 

Save as JPGs. To upload to the online WSA application process, for example you will have 3 graphics: 

o Card-front_wsa 

o Card-back_wsa, and  

o Card-full_wsa : load this one if they have a limit to how many images you can upload. Why? 

Because your photo is uploaded, then your special label must go on page 6, and then your 

Credentials Card goes on the diplomat pages either as 2 graphics or 1 depending on what they 

allow for the number of graphic uploads allowed to your application.  

o (Do not scan the back or blank side “Z”.) 

 

They update things ongoing so this will all prepare you. 

 

Step 2 – Passport Instructions 

Both Peoples of the Salmon 3”x3.5” “PotS Special Label” and “Credentials” Card display your unique: 

 Sovran Member Number, 

 Our seals, and your custom 

 QR Code to access Unity Flag & Kanat'an Verification Services. 

 

5. Purchase our Passport Special Label. Go through checkout to receive instructions and affiliate link to 
WSA's online application form (bookmark the WSA application page). 

o Download Special Label to your device. (Also retrievable from Hub, Shop Account: Downloads) 

o Option: Print out. Add $1 stamp and fingermark (do not cover QR Code and your member #). Then 

scan completed Special Label. Save as JPG (name e.g. Special-Label_wsa) to upload to WSA. 

6. As you fill in the application form at World Service Authority, make note that all your domestic addresses 
(Credential Card, Passport, etc.) are the same. (Some Sovran’s recommend ordering their ID Card too, 
and some order a BC. We can discuss that more.) WSA application will have places to upload your: 

o 2x2 passport size photo; 

o Where it says "special documents", upload your Special-Label_wsa and request placement on 

page 6 of passport (they email you method of payment ~ $30 US). 

o Upload your Card-front_wsa and Card-back_wsa to request placement on diplomat pages or just 

load up one graphic Card-full_wsa (they include same fee per graphic). 
 

https://worldcitizengov.org/what-is-the-world-passport/


The rest of the costs of your WSA World Passport vary depending on terms and shipping: 

World Passport – 3 years   $75 US $30 US $50 US* $10-35 US 

World Passport – 5 years   $100 US $30 US $50 US* $10-35 US 

World Passport – 10 years   $125 US $30 US $50 US* $10-35 US 

World Passport Passport – 15 years   $500 US $30 US $50 US* $10-35 US 

Pay an additional $50 US for *30-day turnaround. Shipping is between $10 to $35 US.  

 

World Citizenship is the recognition that our rights and duties extend to humanity and to the Earth as our planetary home. As world citizens, we carry our rights 

and duties with us wherever we are, and we know that the world we share already unites us. 

The mandate for the World Passport is based on Article 6 and Article 13(2) Article of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights: 

“Everyone has the right to recognition everywhere as a person before the law.” (Art. 6) 
“Everyone has the right to leave any country, including one’s own, and to return to one’s country.” (Art. 13.2) 

The cover is blue with gold lettering. Each passport is numbered. Each page-background has the World Citizen logo. Pages 6-7 are reserved for affiliate 
identifications: diplomatic corps, organizations, firms, etc. 19 visa pages. Inside top back cover: put your Domicile address (be consistent to match all instruments 

including foreign address where name trust is established), next of kin, doctor, employer, driver license no., (recommend also getting a WSA *exit visa no., and 
*residency permit no.), and any additional national or international passport-identity numbers. 

World Passport is designed to conform to nation-state requirements for travel documents. It does not indicate the nationality of its bearer, only their birthplace. It 
is a neutral, apolitical document of identity and potential travel document. 

A passport gains credibility with its acceptance by authorities other than the issuing agent. The World Passport in this respect has a track record of over 65 years 

of acceptance. Currently, more than 185 countries have visaed it on a case-by-case basis. In short, the World Passport represents the one world we all live in. 
Everyone has the right to move freely in their natural birthplace, the Earth. 

Attend our De Jure Governance Meetings early Sundays at 1-2PM PST for assistance and Eagle Vision News on Wednesdays 5-
6PM PST. Links to live access are on the homepage.  

Contact WSA to find out more about how to use your passport (202) 638-2662; Fax: (202) 638-0638; info@worldservice.org 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Non-domestic: [6242 Sunshine Coast Highway, Sechelt, British Columbia, Kanat’an V7Z 1M0] 

All trespassers /unauthorized users engaging without consent are subject to True Bill liability 
of $1 billion USN (equivalent Gold bullion). Registered notices have been served. 

All Rights Reserved.: Claim of Rights.: With Prejudice. Copyright © 2023 Peoples of the Salmon 

https://www.un.org/en/about-us/universal-declaration-of-human-rights
mailto:info@worldservice.org

